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Lyme borreliosis (LB) is the most prevalent tick-borne
disease in Europe. Erythema migrans (EM), an early,
localised skin rash, is its most common presentation. Dissemination of the bacteria can lead to more
severe manifestations including skin, neurological,
cardiac, musculoskeletal and ocular manifestations.
Comparison of LB incidence rates in the European
Union (EU)/European Economic Area (EEA) and Balkan
countries are difficult in the absence of standardised
surveillance and reporting procedures. We explored
six surveillance scenarios for LB surveillance in the
EU/EEA, based on the following key indicators: (i) erythema migrans, (ii) neuroborreliosis, (iii) all human LB
manifestations, (iv) seroprevalence, (v) tick bites, and
(vi) infected ticks and reservoir hosts. In our opinion,
neuroborreliosis seems most feasible and useful as
the standard key indicator, being one of the most frequent severe LB manifestations, with the possibility of
a specific case definition. Additional surveillance with
erythema migrans as key indicator would add value
to the surveillance of neuroborreliosis and lead to a
more complete picture of LB epidemiology in the EU/
EEA. The other scenarios have less value as a basis for
EU-level surveillance, but can be considered periodically and locally, as they could supply complementary
insights.

Introduction

Lyme borreliosis (LB) is one of the most prevalent vector-borne diseases in Europe. It is caused by Borrelia
burgdorferi sensu lato bacteria, which in Europe is
transmitted by the tick Ixodes ricinus [1]. Erythema
migrans (EM), an expanding skin rash that occurs
around the site of the tick bite, is the most common
symptom of early LB [1]. It manifests several days to
weeks after the tick bite and can be accompanied by
influenza-like symptoms such as fever, headache, mild
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stiff neck, arthralgia and myalgia. If left untreated, dissemination of the bacteria to other tissues can occur
and lead to more severe manifestations that include
several skin, neurologic, cardiac, musculoskeletal and
ocular manifestations [2]. In Europe neuroborreliosis
is the most frequent disseminated manifestation, followed by Lyme arthritis, borrelial lymphocytoma, and,
more rarely, acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans and
Lyme carditis [2]. Early uncomplicated infection generally responds well to antibiotic treatment, and thus the
majority of LB patients have a good prognosis. However,
even after repeated antibiotic therapy, depending on
the initial clinical presentation, a minority of patients
report persisting symptoms such as musculoskeletal
pain, neurocognitive symptoms and fatigue [1].
There are differences in LB incidence rates and clinical presentations across European countries, which
may partly be due to the heterogeneous distribution of
Borrelia burgdorferi s.l. genospecies over Europe [3].
Further, the incidence rates of LB across Europe are
influenced by geographical, environmental and climatic
factors [4-6]. Additionally, human behaviour, including
recreational activity, can play a role in LB seasonality
[7]. Geographical expansion of the distribution of LB
cases has been observed across the European continent [8].
The factors described above are expected to cause true
heterogeneity of LB incidence, and thus disease burden, across Europe. However, the heterogeneity found
among surveillance systems within Europe complicates
the direct comparison of the incidence and trends
between countries [9]. LB is a mandatorily notifiable
disease in some countries [6]. In countries without
mandatory notification, qualified estimates are calculated based on epidemiological studies or incidence
1

Figure
Surveillance pyramid for Lyme borreliosis and six scenarios for surveillance
Surveillance pyramid

Surveillance scenario

2. Neuroborreliosis
by GPs/physicians/laboratories

Persisting
symptomsa
4. Sero-surveillance

3. All Lyme borrelliosis
by GPs/physicians/laboratories

Disseminated
Erythema migrans

1. Erythema migrans
by GPs/physicians/laboratories

Tick bites
Humans in tick-suitable areas
5. Citizen-based reports
on tick bites
Infected (questing) ticks
6. Surveillance of infected
ticks, reservoir hosts

Infected wildlife

The different levels of the pyramid embody possible key indicators for Lyme borreliosis surveillance.
GPs: general practitioners.
a

Persisting symptoms: Lyme borreliosis (LB)-related persisting symptoms (if developed after a documented episode of LB defined as
post-Lyme disease syndrome by the Infectious Diseases Society of America [34]) are long-lasting, often severe and sometimes disabling
symptoms that physicians and patients attribute to LB. It remains debated to what extent these symptoms are caused by a current or
preceding Borrelia infection. Surveillance pyramid adapted from [43].

estimates from neighbouring comparable countries
[2,6]. Under- and over-reporting, as well as differences
in case definitions, diagnostic difficulties and different laboratory methods, are recognised issues for LB
diagnosis and surveillance [10]. Furthermore, there are
differences in data collection (for instance epidemiological surveys vs laboratory based notification systems), and data collection is often not representative
of the whole country (e.g. only high-incidence regions
are studied). Accordingly, highly divergent incidence
rates for LB have been reported between and within
some countries.
The objective of the study presented here is to provide
a perspective towards more effective and efficient surveillance of LB in the countries in the European Union
(EU) and the European Economic Area (EEA). The acquisition of surveillance data in the EU/EEA is needed to
assess the importance of LB there, including assessment of disease burden and cost of illness, and will
support the prioritisation of public health resources
for the prevention and control of LB. We first define
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relevant characteristics of the LB surveillance system.
Secondly, we propose possible surveillance scenarios
building on the surveillance characteristics defined and
review their advantages, limitations and requirements.

Surveillance characteristics

Five characteristics of a surveillance system are considered to assess different LB surveillance scenarios in
a structured way: (i) the key indicator(s) (e.g. human LB
manifestations) being reported, (ii) the reporting entity
(e.g. general practitioners (GPs) and/or hospital physicians or laboratories), (iii) coverage of the surveillance
used (comprehensive or sentinel), (iv) type of reporting
being implemented (mandatory or voluntary notification), and (v) operational level of the surveillance system (national or regional level).
The value and feasibility of different scenarios as indicated by the levels of the surveillance pyramid in the
Figure are explored. Within each scenario, the methods
of data collection by the five above-mentioned characteristics of surveillance (Table 1) are reviewed, taking
www.eurosurveillance.org

Table 1
The five surveillance characteristics considered for the European Union/European Economic Area perspective on Lyme
borreliosis surveillance
Characteristic

Category
Erythema
migrans and
disseminated
infections

Features
- Surveillance of the different stages of LB manifestations enables assessment of LB incidence in
humans.
- Surveillance of more than one LB manifestation allows for the estimation of the relative
proportions at which the different LB manifestations occur.

1. Key indicators
Humans in tick- Determination of exposed groups i.e. humans in tick-suitable areas, from which a subgroup will
according to the Figure suitable areas
acquire tick bites.
and tick bites
Infected
wildlife and
ticks

- Determination of the dynamics of pathogen species in reservoir and tick populations.

GP, other
physicians and
laboratories

- Reporting of human cases.
- Laboratories can provide data on Borrelia-specific antibodies for seroprevalence studies. Since
patients with diagnostic requests for LB will not necessarily be representative of the general
population, clinical data should also be included; diagnostic tests are often requested for
patients without specific symptoms for LB, and the seroprevalence in this group of patients can
give a preliminary indication of the level of seroprevalence in the general population.

Research
groups

- Ecological studies can provide data on tick and reservoir abundance as well as infection rates
with Borrelia spp.

General public

- Direct reports on human exposure to tick bites can be collected through citizen science (i.e. the
public self-reporting tick bites).

2. Reporting entity

- Allows for the estimation of incidence rates and identification of patterns and trends at national
and regional level.
- Not only structural reporting by hospitals, GPs/other physicians and other health workers, but
Comprehensive
also periodic surveys can be considered, such as the Dutch GP surveys [12-15].
surveillance
- To limit under-reporting, often only a limited number of parameters or indicators are collected.
- Under-reporting can occur due to complicated reporting systems, lack of perceived benefit, or
high workload and/or competing tasks for healthcare workers.

Sentinel
surveillance

- Definition of the catchment populations is crucial. It can differ substantially (in size and
accuracy) between countries due to the healthcare system in place.
- Reporting entities of sentinel surveillance often agree to participate and are specifically trained,
therefore data produced may be expected to be more timely and detailed.
- A certain proportion of the cases are studied, allowing for a more intensive investigation of each
case.
- Data collected may not be representative of the whole country.
- Well-designed sentinel systems can efficiently detect national or European trends and monitor
the burden of disease using limited resources but may be insensitive to rare events, which can
occur outside the catchment population and/or geographical areas included in the sentinel
system [38].
- When comparing surveillance data collected through comprehensive or sentinel surveillance,
differences in under-reporting should be taken into account.

Mandatory
reporting

- Direct estimation of incidences by relating the reported counts to the catchment population
sizes, which are known and available per country or region.
- Under-reporting is observed for many mandatorily notifiable diseases in Europe [39,40].
- Mandatory reporting demands a high level commitment of healthcare professionals.
- It may result in lower quality collected data than expected due to either lack of motivation or the
cumbersomeness of the reporting procedure [39].
- Motivation to report may be different between countries and depends largely on the awareness
of physicians for LB. Other factors such as workload, perceived severity of the disease and
knowledge of the obligation to notify might also influence the reporting.

Voluntary
reporting

- Compliance possibly higher due to higher motivation and involvement of reporting entities.
- The information collected is expected to have higher quality but it would be difficult to obtain
data from the whole country [41].
- The catchment population of the reporting entities should be known to accurately estimate the
incidence of LB.
- When comparing surveillance data collected through voluntary and/or mandatory reporting,
differences in under-reporting between systems should be taken into account, i.e. under-reporting
should be measured and corrected for [42].

National level

- Allows for a comparison between countries.
- Reflects the burden of disease within a country but does not account for regional differences in
the incidence of disease.

Regional level

- Provides information at low administrative level allowing for comparisons between regions or
counties.
- May not be representative of the national picture if only hotspots are monitored [4,6,9].

3. Comprehensive or
sentinel surveillance

4. Mandatory or
voluntary notification

5. Surveillance
administrative level

GP: general practitioner; LB: Lyme borreliosis.
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Table 2a
Summary of the main characteristics, advantages, limitations and requirements of the six proposed scenarios for
surveillance of Lyme borreliosis across the European Union/European Economic Area
Surveillance
Scenario

1

2

3

Key indicator for
surveillance

Erythema migrans

Neuroborreliosis

All LB
manifestations

Who is
reporting

Advantages

Limitations

Requirements

Hospital
physicians/
GPs

- Relatively easy recognised
and diagnosed, without
the need for laboratory
confirmation.
- Most common manifestation
of early LB.
- More information on
neuroborreliosis multiplication
factor a.

- In each country GPs/other physicians
should be reached and motivated to
report EM cases.
- Motivation to report may be
- Accurate administrations of the
low for this mild condition.
names and addresses of GPs/other
- Probability of clinically
physicians would facilitate this
diagnosing EM may differ
process.
between low- and high- Communication campaigns can be
incidence countries or regions.
launched by national or regional
- In some countries GP/
public health officials.
other physicians’ catchment
- In case of not comprehensive
populations may be difficult to
surveillance, for each reporting GP/
achieve or estimate.
physician their catchment population
needs to be known (or estimated) to
be able to calculate accurate incidence
rates.

Laboratories
Hospital
physicians/
GPs

- Precise and standardised
case definition possible,
building upon the EFNS
guidelines [22].
- One of the most frequent
manifestations of disseminated
LB, and because of its severity
possibly less susceptible to
under-reporting.
- In some countries reporting
based on laboratory
information systems may even
further reduce under-reporting.

- Laboratory diagnostics
on CSF not standard in all
countries.
- Little data on multiplication
factor to other manifestations,
which may differ between
countries because of the
heterogeneous distribution of
Borrelia genospecies [2-4,22].
- Less sensitive to trends in
time than EM because of its
lower occurrence rate.

Laboratories,
hospital
physicians/
GPs

- Surveillance of all LB
manifestations will have a
huge reporting burden. For
countries with a high incidence
of LB, notification of all cases
will not be feasible because
the workload would be too
- In each country GPs/other
high for physicians
physicians, complemented by national
- Diagnosing the disseminated
and regional laboratories, should be
- Incidence estimated for the
manifestations of LB (other
reached and motivated to report all
complete spectrum of LB.
than neuroborreliosis) can
LB cases.
- Complete information on
be complicated, resulting in
- Accurate administrations of the
neuroborreliosis multiplication a high risk of inconsistencies
names and addresses of GPs/other
factor.
(and a risk of lack of
physicians would facilitate this
- Will facilitate assessment of
specificity) in surveillance
process.
the disease burden of LB in
data.
- Communication campaigns can be
DALYs (e.g. healthy life-years
- Standardisation of all LB
launched by national or regional
lost), to allow policymakers to
manifestations might be
public-health officials.
compare the impact of LB with
difficult.
- In case of not comprehensive
other (infectious) diseases
- Cumbersomeness of
surveillance, for each reporting GP/
[11,31].
assessing all laboratory and
other physician their catchment
clinical criteria per patient may
population needs to be known (or
result in under-reporting.
estimated) to be able to calculate
- High costs will be involved
accurate incidence rates.
in training of personnel,
and extensive quality
control would be needed to
guarantee representativeness
and compatibility between
countries.

- National and regional laboratories
and/or GPs/other physicians should
be able to report cases based upon
standardised case definitions.
- In case of not comprehensive
surveillance, the catchment
population of the reporting entities
must be known and representative of
the total population.
- Starting by one or a few central
laboratories per country may be
sufficient to have standardised and
comparable data between countries.

DALY: disability-adjusted life year; EFNS: European Federation of Neurological Societies; EM: erythema migrans; GP: general practitioner; LB: Lyme borreliosis.
a

The factor (or factors) permitting estimation of the incidence of all LB manifestations based on surveillance data from another LB manifestation, e.g. estimate
the incidence of neuroborreliosis based upon the incidence of EM.

b

VectorNet is a joint initiative of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC). The project
supports the collection of data on vectors related to both animal and human health in Europe and the Mediterranean basin: http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/
healthtopics/vectors/VectorNet/Pages/VectorNet.aspx

into consideration the ease and reliability of the data
collection required. These scenarios can be used to
make recommendations on the requirements for effective surveillance of LB across Europe. Table 2 reviews
the main advantages and limitations of each scenario
based upon our assessment.
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Surveillance scenarios
Scenario 1: Erythema migrans as key indicator

EM is the most common manifestation of LB, and the
only manifestation in which the clinical symptoms are
characteristic of the disease, although not all cases of
www.eurosurveillance.org

Table 2b
Summary of the main characteristics, advantages, limitations and requirements of the six proposed scenarios for
surveillance of Lyme borreliosis across the European Union/European Economic Area
Surveillance
Scenario

4

5

6

Key indicator for
surveillance

Seroprevalence

Tick bites

Tick or reservoir
hosts Borrelia
prevalence

Who is
reporting

Advantages

Limitations

Requirements

- Only seroprevalence
(historical exposure) can be
measured, and no data on
- No under-reporting because
the incidence of LB (active
seroprevalence studies are
infection) can be derived.
not dependent on reporting
- Neither new cases that have
by other entities than
emerged recently nor the
laboratories.
real disease burden can be
- Careful design of a seroprevalence
- Standardisation of laboratory assessed through such studies
study is required to obtain a
Populationcriteria possible in a
[27].
representative sample of all regions of
based studies,
prospective setting.
- In a prospective setting, a
the country.
laboratories,
- Seroprevalence studies
complete and representative
- There is the need to clearly define
GPs
provide additional
sampling for this purpose can
and standardise the laboratory
epidemiological data, such
be expensive.
methodology and criteria across
as information on risk factors - Different serological tests are
countries for comparability.
and spatial patterns that can
available targeting different
be used to complement data
antibodies and having
from other notification systems
different sensitivities and
[17,28].
specificities. Standardisation
among countries is needed if
inter-country comparisons is
aimed for.

General public

Research
groups

- Hotspots of human
exposure to tick bites can be
detected with relatively high
sensitivity, which can be used
to steer regional intervention
strategies.
- National and regional
communication campaigns
will improve awareness of the
public and physicians of LB.
- Characteristics of hotspots
can also be compared between
countries, and be used as
input in a knowledge-based
European risk map.

- Awareness and education
of the public is needed to
generate a sufficient report
rate of tick bites.
- The number of tick bite
reports over time will be
influenced by media attention
and thus not always accurately
reflect temporal trends of tick
bites or LB.
- Media attention for online
reporting of tick bites will
differ between countries,
which will complicate
quantitative comparison
between countries.

- Public awareness of the risk for LB
is needed as a motivation to report
tick bites, which requires national and
regional media campaigns to inform
the public about online reporting.
- Communication of the results is
needed to inform and motivate the
participants.

- It is a complicated process
- A European network is needed to
to timely collect catchment
standardise sampling and collection
data with substantial coverage
protocols and to gather national
- Complementary to human LB
in a relatively standardised
catchment data on ticks and reservoirs
surveillance.
manner.
from the national and regional
- Results would improve the
- Data on the tick/reservoir
networks that already perform such
prospective surveillance
Borrelia prevalence is not
surveillance.
of LB by providing more
necessarily associated with the - VectorNetb could possibly facilitate
insight on the ecological and
number of LB cases in humans. future integration and comparison of
epidemiological features of LB.
these data [33].
- Newly invaded tick areas may
- Periodic research studies
- It has already been shown that
be missed. These possibly
are already standard in many
based on the currently available data
contribute more to increased
countries.
in published literature space and
tick bite risk than established
time trends of infected tick can be
catchment areas and will have
assessed.
a different temporal trend.

DALY: disability-adjusted life year; EFNS: European Federation of Neurological Societies; EM: erythema migrans; GP: general practitioner; LB: Lyme borreliosis.
a

The factor (or factors) permitting estimation of the incidence of all LB manifestations based on surveillance data from another LB manifestation, e.g. estimate
the incidence of neuroborreliosis based upon the incidence of EM.

b

VectorNet is a joint initiative of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC). The project
supports the collection of data on vectors related to both animal and human health in Europe and the Mediterranean basin: http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/
healthtopics/vectors/VectorNet/Pages/VectorNet.aspx

EM will be diagnosed, especially not if cases present
with an atypical skin lesion [2]. It can be monitored
through GPs and/or other physicians reporting clinical
EM diagnoses, without the need for laboratory confirmation or interpretation (Table 2). Data can be collected through repeated cross-sectional retrospective
surveys, as has been implemented in the Netherlands
and some other countries by means of GP surveys
[5,11-15]. Other options would be implementation
through prospective or retrospective sentinels among
hospitals and GP practices [16-18]. These options work
www.eurosurveillance.org

mainly on a voluntary basis and are shown to provide
high response rates and good regional and national
estimates to identify temporal and spatial trends [12].
A nationwide approach would be preferable, including,
if possible, regional data collection to identify regional
LB transmission hotspots.

Scenario 2: Neuroborreliosis as key indicator

Neuroborreliosis is one of the most frequent manifestations of disseminated LB [2,19]. Mandatory reporting

5

of neuroborreliosis is already common practice in some
countries [6,9,17,19-21].
According to the European Federation of the Neurological
Societies (EFNS) guidelines for confirmed cases, neurological symptoms have to be laboratory-confirmed
by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pleocytosis and intrathecal specific antibody production [22]. Compliance with
this set of laboratory criteria can, however, be cumbersome. For instance, the Danish microbiology database
(MiBa) for neuroborreliosis does not include information on pleocytosis, and, with cases defined as individuals with intrathecal specific antibody production,
had a higher capture rate of cases and a more timely
data collection than the mandatory notification system in Denmark [20]. Therefore, it may be advisable to
allow some levels of confidence for case classification:
e.g. possible/probable/confirmed cases. Some countries already use such case classification [23]. In countries where electronic laboratory reporting systems are
available, implementation of nationwide laboratory
surveillance for neuroborreliosis could be feasible.
Surveillance can also be based on reporting by physicians, especially in countries where testing of CSF is
not standard and/or laboratory information systems
do not facilitate reporting. However, the information
collected in this way will need to be interpreted with
caution due to uncertainties in the diagnosis and comparability between countries.
At lower administrative levels or in a sentinel setting, surveillance of neuroborreliosis may be relatively
insensitive, since neuroborreliosis is a relatively rare
outcome compared with EM, occurring in 3–38% of LB
cases, whereas EM occurs in 60–95% of all diagnosed
LB manifestations [11,16,17,24] (Table 2).

Scenario 3: All manifestations of Lyme
borreliosis as key indicator

Manifestations other than EM and neuroborreliosis
are often more difficult to diagnose. If implemented
in a surveillance system, case definitions should be
based both on clinical and laboratory diagnostic criteria [2,25]. Data collection can be performed through
reporting GPs or other physicians and complemented
by laboratory reporting e.g [5,11,16]. Nationwide and
comprehensive surveillance systems, when compared
with regional and sentinel approaches, will provide better information on the proportion of the occurrence of
each LB manifestation (Table 2). The reporting entities
can be invited to participate voluntarily in such surveillance; mandatory reporting of all LB cases may result
in under-reporting, especially if GPs and other physicians are requested to include specific laboratory criteria in their assessment of possible cases [10,26,27]. For
countries with a high incidence of LB, notification of all
cases is not feasible because the workload may be too
high for physicians and public health authorities.

6

Scenario 4: Seroprevalence as key indicator

Seroprevalence studies for Borrelia-specific antibodies
can be conducted at population level, either by using
biobanks or blood donors’ samples or by collecting
samples prospectively. These studies can be performed
nationally, to give an overall picture of the exposure to
Borrelia within the country and allow for comparison
with other EU countries if standard laboratory methods
are used (Table 2). Laboratories can also be motivated
to supply available laboratory datasets on tests carried
out for diagnostic purposes, to give a first indication
about the possible seroprevalence in a country, especially if clinical data is available as well. Nevertheless,
for a valid estimate of the seroprevalence in a country
or region specifically designed seroprevalence studies
are needed on a representative sample of the general
population. During such studies additional epidemiological data can also be collected, such as information
on risk factors and spatial patterns, which complement the data from other notification systems [17,28].
However, the data reveal a cumulative incidence proportion of exposure to B. burgdorferi s.l. and not the
incidence of new disease [28].

Scenario 5: Reported tick bites as key indicator

The spatial distribution of tick bites might reflect
human exposure to the risk of LB. A relatively new
approach for such spatial surveillance is online citizenbased reporting of tick bites, as has been implemented
e.g. in the Netherlands from 2006 to 2011 through
www.natuurkalender.nl, and since 2012 through www.
tekenradar.nl, in Belgium through TekenNet https://
tekennet.wiv-isp.be/ or in Switzerland through https://
zecke-tique-tick.ch/en/tickbite-map-switzerland/.
A
similar follow-up of hotspots where people have greatest exposure to infected ticks can be implemented
in other European countries (Table 2). In addition,
regional infection rates of ticks removed from humans
can be obtained by having the ticks sent to national
laboratories. Furthermore, the risk of and risk factors
for LB after a tick bite can be assessed by online follow-up of participants to report subsequent development of LB. This is preferably followed by confirmation
of the LB diagnosis through the diagnosing physician.
Such prospective studies can be temporarily added to
complement routine surveillance.

Scenario 6: Infected tick/reservoir hosts as key
indicator

Europe-wide surveillance and/or studies of tick or reservoir could be complementary to human LB surveillance. Periodic (e.g. monthly) catchment data on ticks
and reservoirs can be collected as standardised as
possible to derive their prevalence of occurrence and
Borrelia spp. infection rates (Table 2). Results would
improve prospective surveillance of LB in the focus
area by providing more insight into the ecological and
epidemiological features of LB and allows identification of the different genospecies circulating in an area
[17,29,30].

www.eurosurveillance.org

Conclusions

multiplication factors between these manifestations,
which may discern effects of the Borrelia genospecies
prevalence on the relative proportions of neuroborreliosis and EM. This may lead to a much closer and more
complete picture of the epidemiology and disease burden of LB, and a higher sensitivity for temporal and
spatial trends.

Neuroborreliosis surveillance (scenario 2) across the
EU/EEA seems the most feasible and useful scenario,
as neuroboreliosis is one of the most frequent severe
manifestations. The implementation of a standardised
EU case definition is feasible from an operational perspective. Nevertheless, consensus on a standardised
case definition is needed between the EU/EEA countries, possibly with some levels of confidence for case
classifications e.g. probable/confirmed cases because
of difficulties in complying with the laboratory criteria.
Surveillance of neuroborreliosis across the EU/EEA will
allow for a more accurate assessment of temporal and
spatial trends, and the epidemiological features and
disease burden of neuroborreliosis. Although complete
standardisation would, in theory, lead to the highest
comparability of surveillance data, it is probably not
feasible to standardise all characteristics of surveillance over all EU/EEA countries. Depending on the
country, it will be feasible and cost-efficient to implement surveillance through: (i) laboratory information
systems or GPs/other physicians; (ii) comprehensive or
sentinel surveillance, although the latter might not be
sensitive enough; (iii) mandatory or voluntary reporting, and/or (iv) regional or national reporting. This
heterogeneity of feasible surveillance characteristics
is caused by dissimilarities in healthcare data logistics (e.g. presence or absence of a national laboratory
information system that can be used to detect cases;
presence or absence of representative GP sentinels)
and the different structures of countries’ healthcare
systems (e.g. presence or absence of an exclusive
role for GPs for all primary care). Based on the abovementioned surveillance characteristics, each country
should consider how best to achieve valid neuroborreliosis incidence reports that meet EU-wide surveillance
criteria. Internal validation studies should be periodically conducted to assess and correct for under- and
over-reporting, to allow comparison between countries.

Reporting of all LB manifestations and seroprevalence
studies (scenarios 3 and 4, respectively) does not seem
feasible or effective as a form of permanent surveillance. Nevertheless, periodic seroprevalence studies,
despite the limitations observed, can be used to relate
human exposure to the incidence of LB [28]. To limit
the costs, these should be incorporated into (international) seroprevalence studies of other infectious diseases. Furthermore, there would be additional value in
assessing the relative proportions of all LB manifestations with a periodicity of e.g. 5–10 years within each
country or region [11]. These relative proportions can
be used to derive multiplication factors to estimate the
incidence of all LB manifestations based upon the permanent neuroborreliosis and/or EM surveillance data.
Such incidence estimates of the complete range of LB
manifestations would also facilitate expressing the
disease burden of LB in disability-adjusted life years
(DALYs) (e.g. healthy life-years lost), and cost-of-illness,
to allow policymakers to compare with other infectious
and non-infectious diseases [11,31,32].

To facilitate better assessment of temporal and spatial
trends of LB incidence in Europe, a more standardised
surveillance and reporting procedures of LB is required.
Priority should be given to standardisation of the key
indicators that are put under surveillance between EU
countries.

In addition to surveillance of neuroborreliosis, countries can consider surveillance of EM (scenario 1),
depending on the local feasibility of implementation.
EM comprises a relatively simple diagnosis with no laboratory confirmation needed and can be easily reported
by physicians. Nevertheless, also for EM surveillance,
the above-mentioned differences in healthcare system
and data logistics should be taken into account; e.g. in
countries where GPs have an exclusive role in primary
care, surveillance of EM can be based on GP sentinels
or surveys, whereas in other countries other physicians should also be included in surveillance. The key
advantage of surveillance of both EM and neuroborreliosis is that it allows estimation of country-specific
www.eurosurveillance.org

Additional sources of information can be citizen-based
reporting of tick bites and surveillance and/or studies
of tick abundance and infection rates. Tick data can be
periodically analysed to derive temporal and spatial
trends of tick abundance and infection rates (scenario
6). The online reporting of tick bites in the Netherlands
has revealed spatial and seasonal patterns of human
exposure to tick bites (scenario 5). VectorNet, the joint
initiative of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
and the European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control (ECDC) that supports the collection of data on
vectors related to both animal and human health in
Europe and the Mediterranean basin, could possibly
facilitate future integration and comparison of data on
tick abundance and seasonality [33].
LB-related persisting symptoms (if developed after a
documented episode of LB defined as post-Lyme disease syndrome by the Infectious Diseases Society of
America [34]) is a growing concern, underlined by a
survey in the Netherlands where annual incidence was
estimated at 5.5 new cases per 100,000 population in
2010, and disease burden at 86% of the total burden
due to LB [11,31]. It concerns long-lasting, often severe
and sometimes disabling symptoms that physicians
and patients attribute to LB [34]. However, it remains
debated to what extent these symptoms are caused by
a current or preceding Borrelia infection [2,35,36]. As a
result, routine surveillance of the syndrome would not
provide accurate and reliable data on which response
actions can be designed, which is the reason why this
7

is not included as a scenario. Specific studies should
first provide more insight into the mechanisms that
cause these persisting symptoms [36,37].
In conclusion, surveillance of Lyme neuroborreliosis
seems to be the most appropriate way to initiate LB
surveillance in the EU despite difficulties to comply
with the laboratory criteria. Additional surveillance or
specific surveys of the incidence of EM would be of
great added value and could possibly be undertaken in
sentinel sites. Surveillance and monitoring of the other
key indicators would lead to an even more complete
picture of temporal and spatial trends, epidemiological
features and disease burden of LB, but are more appropriate for specific surveys than for routine surveillance.
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